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Abstract— Social network helps to connect the people from 

various areas. People of the social network were 

communicating each other and they may share their opinion. 

While sharing their opinion, sentiment analyze is the 

important factor in today for social network analyses. A 

sentiment or opinion analysis is the process of knowledge 

extraction from different social users. By this we can 

analysis the relevant and irrelevant estimation from the 

users. Evaluate the opinion is extracted from the 

unstructured and structured data. Twitter contains large and 

rapid micro blogging websites for expressing the opinion of 

the social users. While extracting the relevant opinion the 

have many techniques, this paper present a study of various 

methods of analyzing and extracting the relevant tweets in 

the tweeter social network. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Social media (SM) turn into one of the mainly crucial parts 

of our daily life as it authorizes us to communicate with a 

cluster of people. It ropes an outside of self appearance for 

users, and supports them to believe and switch content with 

other users during social media’s affording that E-Service. 

Several Social media like Friendster.com, Tagged.com, 

Xanga.com, Live Journal, MySpace, Face book, Twitter and 

LinkedIn have industrial on the Internet over the past 

abundant years. In social media regarding with friends from 

diverse countries is probable, people of same country where 

goes external the country since of their individual things like 

job, learning, etc, while failing from one to a different place 

they ignore their relatives, friends, neighbor, etc. for 

converse those public social media assist a lot [1].  In early 

days people use common media for control the 

communications, images, talks etc. Social networking helps 

communal stay in stroke that might not do it or else. It can 

be used to assist advertise goods and services and can 

manage to pay for an extremely available medium for self 

outdoor to those with access to computer. During this social 

standard network opinion analysis is one of the significant 

concepts in today.  Sentiment examination can be defined as 

a procedure that computerize mining of attitudes, estimation 

views and sentiment from text, speech, tweets and database 

foundation through Natural Language Processing (NLP). 

Sentiment analysis engross classifying estimation in text 

into grouping like "positive" or "negative" or "neutral". 

Sentiment analysis (SA) notify user whether the information 

about the invention is acceptable or not before they buy it. 

Marketers and compact use this examination data to 

recognize about their harvest or services in such a way that 

it can be accessible as per the user’s necessities [2]. 

Response analysis is useful for profitable and marketing 

strategizing such as in advertising where victory of a new 

creation commence can be evaluator determines which 

invention or service description is popular and also 

recognize demographics like meticulous features. With this 

it also face some of confronts for examine the related 

features. The confront in response classification is emotion 

may be decision, mood or assessment of an object like a 

film, book or a invention which can be a article or sentence 

or feature that is sticker positive or negative. But, discovery 

and scrutinize opinion web sites and distill information in 

them are a formidable task due to the proliferation of varied 

sites. Each site has a massive volume of opinion text not 

always easily translate in long blogs and meeting postings. 

A standard human reader has involvedness identifying 

relevant sites and remove and shortening opinions in them 

[3]. Sentiment Analysis, which contain many tasks such as 

sentiment mining, sentiment categorization, and subjectivity 

categorization, summarization of opinions or opinion spam 

uncovering, among others. It aims to examine people's 

opinion attitudes, opinions emotions, etc. towards elements 

such as, goods, individuals, subject organizations, and 

services. Sentiment analysis of tweets data is considered as a 

much harder trouble than that of straight text such as review 

documents. This paper tells the twitter associated schmaltzy 

analyses for giving the favorite to the highest optimistic 

results. Twitter is an online social networking site which 

contains prosperous amount of data that can be a prepared, 

semi-structured and un-structured data. Pertaining sentiment 

analysis on Twitter is the forthcoming trend with researchers 

distinguishes the scientific trials and its possible 

applications. The challenges exclusive to this problem area 

are basically attributed to the dominantly. Twitters have 

offspring the creation of an unsurpassed public collection of 

opinions about every global entity that is of attentiveness 

[4]. Though Twitter may stipulation for an exceptional 

channel for opinion creation and arrangement, it facade 

newer and assorted challenges and the development is 

imperfect without expert tools for investigate those opinions 

to accelerate their expenditure. This article which performs 

classification of tweet sentiment in Twitter It is a natural 

language processing type to find public frame of mind about 

a product or topic. It is automatic mining of knowledge from 

others opinions on a particular topic/problem.  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

From the author Jeevanandam Jotheeswaran, Dr. S. 

Koteeswaran, [5] Opinions and reviews on products and 

services are articulated in the Web through blogs, feedback 

forms; it is necessary to enlarge methods to automatically 

organize and measure them to recognize the underlying 

sentiment about the product. Investigate the schism of 

sentiment expressed in data is Opinion Mining (OM). It is a 

system that recognize and classifies opinion/sentiment as 

symbolize in electronic text. Economic and advertising 
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researches depend greatly on correct method to predict 

response of estimation remove from internet and envisage 

online customer’s preferences. OM has many steps, and 

techniques for each step. This study makes sure an generally 

survey about OM related to product reviews, and 

classification algorithms used for sentiment classification. 

Davidov et al. [6] proposed a approach to utilize Twitter 

user-defined has tags in tweets as a classification of 

sentiment type using punctuation, single words, n-grams and 

example as different feature types, which are then combined 

into a single feature vector for opinion classification. They 

made use of K-Nearest Neighbor strategy to assign 

sentiment labels by erect a feature vector for each 

illustration in the training and test set. Po-Wei Liang et.al 

[7] used Twitter API to collect twitter data. Their 

preparation data falls in three different categories (camera, 

movie, mobile). The data is categories as positive, negative 

and non-opinions. Tweets surround opinions were filtered. 

Unigram Naive Bayes model was executed and the Naive 

Bayes simplifying independence assumption was employed. 

They also eliminated useless features by using the Mutual 

Information and Chi square feature extraction method. 

Finally, the direction of a tweet is predicted i.e. positive or 

negative. 

Another significant effort for sentiment 

classification on Twitter data is by Barbosa and Feng [8] 

they use split predictions from three websites as earsplitting 

labels to train a model and use physically labeled tweets for 

tuning and another 1000 manually labeled tweets for testing. 

They nevertheless do not mention how they assemble their 

test data. They recommend the use of syntax features of 

tweets like retweet, hashtags, link, punctuation and 

exclamation marks in combination with features like prior 

split of words and POS of words. We enlarge their approach 

by using real valued preceding polarity, and by merge prior 

polarity with POS. Our results show that the features that 

enhance the performance of our classifiers the most are 

features that merge prior polarity of words with their parts 

of speech. The tweet syntax features help but only 

marginally.  

T. K. Das, D. P. Acharjya, M. R. Patra [9] 

urbanized a system that processes the tweets by heave data 

from tweeter posts, preprocessing it and involving to 

Alchemy API. Alchemy API is a web service that 

investigates the unstructured inside (news, articles, blogs, 

posts etc.). The three ways classification is done by 

scrutinize the collected data. The high end users generate the 

statement in the form of snowballing graphs, pie charts and 

tables. It can help the management to look up the quality of 

their product. Efthymios Kouloumpis, Theresa Wilson, 

Johanna Moore [10] used three different corpora of Twitter 

messages in testing hash tagged data set (HASH), emoticon 

data set (EMOT), a manually annotated data set fashioned 

by the iSieve Corporation (ISIEVE). The goal for this 

experiment is two-fold. First, it appraise whether training 

data with labels derived from hash tags and emoticons is 

useful for training sentiment classifiers for Twitter. Second, 

it appraises the effectiveness of the features from section for 

sentiment analysis in Twitter data. This experiment on 

twitter emotion analysis showed that when micro blogging 

features are incorporated, the benefit of emoticon training 

data is lessened. 

Farhan Hassan Khan et. al.[11] tried to improve the 

accuracy of text classification and determine the data 

sparsity issues. They proposed hybrid model Tweet opinion 

Mining (TOM) system. They additional processed the 

obtained tweets and used for the classification with three 

different techniques. They classified the tweets into positive, 

negative or neutral. This showed good accurateness in the 

opinion mining. The limitations of their model are no 

information of extraction of tweets and handing out method 

is not clear. The results obtained are given in statistical 

terms only. They used the integrated system of unusual tools 

in which integration is most multipart and developed system 

based on Linux operating system which is not user friendly. 

III. SENTIMENT ANALYSIS USING VARIOUS TECHNIQUES  

Sentiment analysis has been practiced on a variety of topics. 

For instance, sentiment analysis studies for movie reviews, 

product reviews, and news and blogs. Most sentiment 

analysis studies use machine learning approaches. In 

sentiment analysis domain, the texts belong to either of 

positive or negative classes. For classifying the sentiment 

analysis here we show various classification techniques. 

A. Decision Trees  

Decision tree methods will modernize the manual 

classification of the documents by produce well-defined 

queries (true/false) in the form of a tree structure where the 

nodes correspond to the questions and the leaves make a 

distinction their corresponding category of the documents. 

After the tree is perverse, a new document can be 

effortlessly be classified by situate them in to root node of 

the tree and run from side to side their uncertainty 

organization awaiting certain leaf is reached. The advantage 

of decision trees is that the production tree is easy to tell 

between even for persons who are not exclusive with the 

specifics of the model. The club of tree is produce by the 

representation which makes available the user with 

collective view of the classification logic. A danger of the 

submission of tree technique is "over fitting" that is if a tree 

more than fits then training data will classifies the training 

data bad but it would organize the documents to be classify 

later better [12]. 

B. Naive Bayes Classifier   

Naive Bayes classifier is probabilistic classifier. It predicts 

the class according to membership probability. To derive 

conditional probability, it analyzes the relation between 

independent and dependent variable. Where, X is the data 

record and H is hypothesis which represents data X and 

belongs to class C. Construction of Naive Bayes is easy 

without any complicated iterative parameter. It may be 

applied to large number of data points but time complexity 

increases. How it will help in IDS here is, the naïve Bayes 

probabilistic classifier, it classifies the attacker according to 

the membership probability, it have certain condition to 

analyze the intruder with the help of separating the normal 

and intruder data. It helps to find the intruder [13]. 

C. Random Forest 

The random forest classifier was chosen due to its superior 

performance over a single decision tree with respect to 

accuracy. It is essentially an ensemble method based on 
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bagging. Random forests is a notion of the general technique 

of random decision forests that are an ensemble learning 

method for classification, regression and other tasks, that 

operate by constructing a multitude of decision trees at 

training time and outputting the class that is the mode of the 

classes (classification) or mean prediction (regression) of the 

individual trees. Random decision forests correct for 

decision trees' habit of over fitting to their training set. 

Random forests are a combination of tree predictors such 

that each tree depends on the values of a random vector 

sampled independently and with the same distribution for all 

trees in the forest. The generalization error for forests 

converges a.s. to a limit as the number of trees in the forest 

becomes large. The generalization error of a forest of tree 

classifiers depends on the strength of the individual trees in 

the forest and the correlation between them [14]. Using a 

random selection of features to split each node yields error 

rates that compare favorably to Ada boost. 

D. Support Vector Machine  

Support vector machine is a popular classifier arising from 

statistical learning theory that has proven to be efficient for 

various classification tasks in text categorization. SVMs are 

a supervised machine learning classification technique 

which uses a kernel function to map an input feature space 

into a new space where the classes are linearly separable. 

The SVM model is employed using the rapid miner tool. 

This method analyzes data and defines decision boundaries 

by having hyper-planes. In binary classification problem, the 

hyper-plane separates the document vector in one class from 

other class, where the separation between hyper-planes is 

desired to be kept as large as possible. As SVM method is a 

non- probabilistic linear classifier and trains model to find 

hyper- plane in order to separate the dataset, the unigram 

model which analyzes single words for analysis gives better 

result. The input data are two sets of vectors of size m each 

[15]. Then every data which represented as a vector is 

classified into a class. Next we find a margin between the 

two classes that is far from any document. The distance 

defines the margin of the classifier, maximizing the margin 

reduces indecisive decisions. SVM also supports 

classification and regression which are useful for statistical 

learning theory and it also helps recognizing the factors 

precisely, that needs to be taken into account, to understand 

it successfully. 

IV. COMPARISON TABLE 

Algorithm Advantage Disadvantage 

Decision 

Trees 

It assigns the 

accurate feature, 

It extracts in two 

bases which is 

positive and which 

is negative. 

Classifies depend upon 

the text value 

Naive 

Bayes 

classifier 

Better accuracy 

than  KNN,False 

alarm rate has 

been decreased 

 

False positive result. 

 

Random 

forest 

Find the nearest 

similarities in the 

network, less error 

report 

More expensive in 

large distance, Failed 

in same opinion with 

different meaning 

Support 

Vector 

Machine 

It is able to 

separate the 

opinion in 

different group. 

Heavy Time taken for 

analyzing. 

Table 1: Comparison Table 

V. CONCLUSION  

Social media is one of the fastest growing in today’s world; 

it is one of the great entertainments for the people. It also 

helps to connect the people from various countries and share 

their opinion for any post. Opinion of the people may 

relevant and may be vary from each other. Extracting the 

relevant opinion is helpful for many things. It can be used in 

good as well as bad things. To extract the relevant opinion 

this paper shows various classification techniques for 

extracting the data. From our analyses the SVM shows the 

better result when compared to other techniques. 
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